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Visual artists: Register now!
Are you a visual artist? Were any of your works reproduced in the print versions of exhibition catalogues, books,
magazines or newspapers in 2012, 2013 or 2014? Be sure to register in Savia, Copibec’s online copyright
licensing and rights management system, so you’ll be ready for the next payment to artists scheduled for this
spring. 

If you already have a Savia account, sign in to update your list of publications.

The registration period ends April 1, 2016.

For more information, please contact Isabelle Billeau, Communications and Rightsholder Services Officer, by
email or by phone at 1-800-717-2022 or 514-288-1664 ext. 235.

On the road again
Our outreach team could be singing Willie Nelson’s iconic song this winter as they travel far and wide across
Quebec. Since January 6, Camille and Kevin have visited 28 educational institutions and giving numerous Adobe
presentations. In other words, Copibec has had a representative at a school board or school almost every day so
far this year!

We have met with teachers in Montreal, Sainte-Martine, Saint-Hubert, Saint-Bruno, East Angus, Dixville,
Longueuil, Varennes, Beaconsfield, Laval, Mirabel, Saint-Philippe and Gatineau. The visits have given us the
opportunity to talk about copyright, our SAMUEL content platform, the agreement between Copibec and the
ministry of education and the importance of participating in the data collection process.

Other meetings are scheduled for the weeks ahead. For example, our team will meet with students from the
education faculties at Université de Montréal and Université du Québec à Montréal to help them understand
licensing, copyright and SAMUEL. Those future teachers will therefore be well informed when they do their
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practicums in schools. Copyright knowledge will already be part of their background. 

We’d like to give a big thank-you to all the people who’ve welcomed us! It’s important for us to get to know you and
your reality and be able to explain how we can work together to give you access to content while at the same time
ensuring that our authors and publishers are compensated.
   

Data collection in schools
Since January 1, about 2,300 teachers, school principals, education consultants and other teaching professionals
have created user accounts in Savia, our online copyright licensing and rights management system. So far this
year, we’ve recorded 556 copy log entries covering 363 different titles. Most of the entries were done online, with
part of them coming from SAMUEL, our content platform.

Online copy reporting is now the preferred data collection method for schools but paper forms are still allowed.
Teachers have to submit their copy logs three times during the school year. Early April is the deadline for giving us
your data about copies made between December 1, 2015 and March 31, 2016.

For the first time, some school boards have decided to transmit their copy logs to Copibec this year by using
Repro+, the rights management system from Altilogix. Repro+ communicates directly with Copibec’s system to
check copying limits and exclusions.

SAMUEL keeps on growing!
In addition to the sheet music that was recently added to the SAMUEL catalogue, you can now find titles from the
Association québécoise de gérontologie  as well as content from these publishers: Hurtubise, MultiMondes, XYZ,
Remue-Ménage, CHU Sainte-Justine and Pleine Lune. 

Here are some examples of new titles available in French: La Bande dessinée en classe by Tristan Demers and
Jocelyne Jalette, Philosophies en 30 secondes  by Barry Loewer and Marie-Noëlle Antolin, Vivre les changements
climatiques: réagir pour l’avenir by Claude Villeneuve and François Richard, Il pleuvait des oiseaux by Jocelyne
Saucier, L’Apprentissage des sons et des phrases by Maryse Beauchemin, Et moi alors? Grandir avec un frère ou
une sœur aux besoins particuliers by Édith Blais, and Les filles en série by Martine Delvaux. 

Two new literary magazines have also been added to SAMUEL: Les Écrits and Nuit Blanche.

If you have a Savia account and work in an educational institution at the preschool, elementary, high school or
college level, you can use your Savia user code to access SAMUEL and take advantage of the available content
according to the terms and conditions of your copying licence.

New licensees
The following organizations became Copibec licensees in 2015, joining the many others who have already been
issued copying licences: Bio-K International, Commission des lésions professionnelles, Commission des normes
du travail, Financière agricole, Institut de tourisme et d’hôtellerie du Québec (new licence covering all its
operations), Service régional de soutien et d'expertise en déficience intellectuelle - Région Estrie, Corporation
municipale de la bibliothèque de Montmagny and Hôtel-Dieu Sherbrooke.

Copibec has also made inroads in Quebec’s insurance sector by recently reaching an agreement with Industrial
Alliance. The copying licence makes it possible for the company to copy excerpts from copyright protected
documents for training purposes.

Last year, we also updated the licences issued to media monitoring companies that compile and distribute press
reviews. The various licensing rates were indexed and the same licence now covers both print and digital format
copying.

ADN5, Cision, Communication Démo, Dossier Média, Influence Communication and Référence Média currently
have Copibec media monitoring licences. A distinctive feature of those licences is that the companies can give
their clients permission to copy and distribute media articles in-house. Through them, Copibec collects royalties
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from about 200 organizations and businesses (municipalities, professional associations, government bodies,
sectoral groupings, companies, etc.).

We’d like to congratulate all our partners – new and old alike – for respecting copyright and intellectual property. 

Unclaimed royalties

Looking for unlocatable authors, illustrators, translators and publishers! 
Trying to locate copyright owners is a difficult task that can even leave the experts stumped. The Copyright Act
therefore gives the Copyright Board special powers to act on a copyright owner’s behalf and grant a copying
licence when the copyright owner can’t be located. By law, copyright owners have up to five years after the expiry
of a Board-granted licence in order to claim the royalties collected during that period.

Copibec supports the Copyright Board in its efforts to locate copyright owners by taking part in searches,
proposing terms and conditions for licences and safekeeping the royalties owed to unlocatable copyright owners.
Those responsibilities are a logical extension of Copibec’s mandate, which is to protect the rights of creators and
publishers.

Copibec is currently holding royalties for the following unlocatable copyright owners:

Collective work. La Revue de Manon, Montreal [Emma GENDRON éd.], 1925-1931
Collective work. La Revue du Foyer, Montreal [Emma GENDRON & Joseph-Arthur HOMIER éd.], 1929-
1931
Collective work. Programs of the Montreal Repertory Theatre, Montreal: [n.p.], 193?-1960
Collective work. Programs of the Théâtre Arcade , Montreal: [n.p.], 194?-1949
d’AUTEUIL, Marie-Louise (text); Le TESTUT, Gérard (illustrations). Mémoires d'une souris canadienne,
Montreal, Éditions Albert Lévesque / Librairie d'Action canadienne-française limitée (collection Les
Récompenses), 1932
DAVELUY, Marie-Claire (text). Les Aventures de Perrine et de Charlot, Montreal, Bibliothèque de l'Action
française, 1923
DAVELUY, Marie-Claire (text). La captivité de Charlot, Montreal, Librairie Granger Frères limitée, 1938
FOREST, Marguerite and OUIMET, Madeleine (text). Mon premier livre de lecture (rev. ed.), Montreal,
Granger Frères, ©1943
FOREST, Marguerite and OUIMET, Madeleine (text). Mon deuxième livre de lecture , Montreal, Granger
Frères, 1959, ©1943
LUDA, pseudonym of Ludmilla SCHNITZER, born MAKOWSKY (text). Vassilissa-la-très-belle, excerpt
from Contes russes. Paris, Scanéditions / La Farandole, 1993
MARCHAND, Gérard. Le régiment de Maisonneuve vers la victoire, 1944-1945 . Montreal, Presses
Libres, 1980
MÉLANÇON, Claude (text). Par terre et par eau, Quebec City, Le Soleil, 1928
TESSIER, Pierre. “Arthur Prévost, le 10 janvier 1969, à l’occasion de son 6000e article”, photograph,
January 10, 1969
NELCYA (text). Nogard ou Le Dragon qui voulait apprendre à vivre, Montreal, Les Éditions la Courte
Échelle, 1981

If your name appears in this list or you have information about any of these individuals, please contact Simon
Éthier by email or by phone at 1-800-717-2022 or 514-288-1664 ext. 224.

In addition, Copibec is looking for more than 3,000 copyright owners (authors, illustrators, translators and certain
publishers) whose book excerpts, newspaper articles or magazine articles have been copied. You or someone
you know may be owed money! Please visit the Copibec is looking for you! section of our website to find out more.
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Copyright news from Canada and beyond

New exceptions in the Copyright Act have negative impact
A recent study has confirmed the negative impact of the new fair dealing exceptions for educational or training
purposes in Canada’s Copyright Act. The Pricewaterhouse Coopers study commissioned by Access Copyright
shows that Canadian educational institutions outside Quebec have stopped paying licensing fees and are copying
content for free. One of the key findings of the study is that without licensing income, many authors and publishers
may choose to exit the educational publishing market, which would seriously affect the diversity of educational
content published in Canada.

Read the article by Intellectual Property Watch.

Coursepack prices rising in Canada
Students are being forced to pay more after Canadian universities outside Quebec let their Access Copyright
copying licences expire without renewing them. Contrary to what many universities had previously claimed, the
non-renewal has not lowered the prices charged for coursepacks or course readers. According to The Eyeopener,
the independent student newspaper of Toronto’s Ryerson University, prices have skyrocketed, in some cases
rising 320% over the price charged when the university benefited from an Access Copyright licence. The manager
of the campus bookstore said the price increases were necessary to cover the cost of production. 

Read the article on the IFRRO site.

Nouveau Projet magazine publisher opens retail outlet! 
As the print media industry continues to suffer, Atelier 10, the publisher of the magazine Nouveau Projet, has
taken an original approach to make ends meet. Atelier 10 opted for transparency in revealing that its magazine
incurs a shortfall of $40,000 per issue. The publisher hopes that by selling books, magazines and “beautiful, high-
quality” items made in Quebec, it will be able to wipe out its deficit and, most importantly, continue to offer its
freelance contributors fair compensation.

Read the article on nouveauprojet.com (in French). 

Is Anne Frank’s diary now in the public domain?
This question is at the heart of a legal dispute in Europe. The original work has been available online for free since
January 1 based on an interpretation of European copyright legislation which states that works enter the public
domain 70 years after their author’s death. The Anne Frank foundation, which owns the copyright, rejects this
interpretation and affirms that the work was published posthumously in collaboration with Anne’s father, Otto
Frank, who died in 1980. The foundation says the copyright would therefore expire in 2030 or even 2050 and has
threatened legal action against anyone distributing the work free of charge.

Read the article in Le Devoir (here and here in French).

Who owns a family’s history?
If historical facts are described in a documentary, are they protected by the Copyright Act? Judy Maltz, one of the
filmmakers behind the documentary No. 4 Street of Our Lady, thinks so. She has accused Jenny Witterick, author
of the Canadian bestseller My Mother’s Secret, and her publisher Penguin Random House Canada of copying the
main elements from her documentary. The case will be heard by the Federal Court of Canada in the coming
months. 

Read the article in The Globe and Mail.

Should authors be covered by Quebec’s book publishing legislation? 
It seems logical that they would be. And yet, the Act respecting the development of Québec firms in the book
industry (Bill 51) includes very few provisions protecting authors. That was one of the points raised by the Union
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des écrivains et écrivaines québécois (UNEQ) in its memorandum submitted to the Ministère de la Culture et des
Communications as part of the review of Bill 51. UNEQ wants to reaffirm the author’s economic role in the book
publishing chain by harmonizing Bill 51 with the Act respecting the professional status of artists. 

Click here to view the UNEQ memorandum (in French).
Read the article in Le Devoir (in French). 

Eric Clapton ordered to pay for Layla album cover
A French court has ordered rock legend Eric Clapton to pay €15,000 (CA$22,500) to the family of artist Émile
Frandsen for unauthorized use of the painting La jeune fille au bouquet . The painting was first used without the
artist’s permission in 1970 when the famous album Layla and Other Assorted Love Songs was originally released.
However, the recent lawsuit focused only on the 40th anniversary collector’s edition released in 2011. In its ruling,
the Parisian court stated that the modifications made for the anniversary edition clearly adulterated the work. The
Frandsen family intends to appeal the decision in an effort to also obtain damages for the use of the work on the
1970 vinyl edition.

Read the article in La Presse (in French).

Google Books: educating the world but infringing copyright?
Will the U.S. Supreme Court agree to hear the case launched by the Authors Guild more than 10 years ago? The
answer is far from certain. In 2005, the Authors Guild sued Google Books for scanning and publishing thousands
of works without permission from the content creators. The judges have been on Google Books’ side so far, citing
“fair use” of the works that ensured them better visibility. The Supreme Court has to decide this spring whether it
will hear the case. A number of experts believe the case will not be accepted because a decade has passed and
many profound changes have affected copyright during that time. 

Read the article in ActuaLitté (in French).

© © ©

Coordinator: Caroline Lacroix 
Contributors: Rose-Marie Lafrance, Frédérique Couette, Kevin Charron and Nicolas Boudreault
Translator: Brian Colwill 

Subscribe to our newsletter!

We welcome your questions and comments.

Follow Copibec on the Web:
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